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The magic flames are raging. Blades are melting. Souls are reduced to ashes in the fury of battle.

The grand finale of the war for the First Temple is upon us. The last trump cards have been played,

the reserves are all exhausted, and even the gods have engaged in the plebeian fight. The universe

is on the point of collapse. Broken are the chains that held the worlds together. The icy waters of the

Baltic cool the scorching sands of the Frontier. The creatures of AlterWorld spill the first blood on

the quiet streets of Earth's cities. What is Max to do? Become embittered and butcher his enemies?

Seize the deserted castles and abandoned lands? Attempt to save the one who had given her life

for him? Or try to win the jackpot by finding a way home, back to Earth?
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Alert: Spoilers included in review:This book is a little difficult to review. AlterWorld was the first book

i read in the "LitRPG" genre and introduced me to what is becoming my favorite genre to search for

on . On one hand you can review it as a stand alone novel and judge it on its own merits but

because it is the end of a series at the same time you have to take a step back and say, ok does

this book draw all the threads together that have been building for 6 books and have an awesome

conclusion?As a stand alone novel I would have to say this book is ok. As the world got more

complex the detailed battle descriptions we received in the first three books became briefer and

briefer and where once we would get an entire chapter detailing a fight or a dungeon, or going into a

forest to grind, instead became paragraphs or sentences and that trend was continued in this book,



which was a little disappointing to me as I think with a little more effort those scenes could have

been fleshed out a bit more. A couple of items were mentioned but again, nothing like the detailed

descriptions we got in the first couple of books. The translation was certainly better this book than

the one's we received for books 4,5 and 6 and the story was interesting with Max struggling to not

have his actions decided by the belief his followers and the world had in him, but the book still felt

rushed in places. Like it was supposed to meet certain story goals and nothing was going to get in

the way of those being reached.Series wise the book also did an ok job in drawing all the story

threads to a close. A lot of characters received only token mentions which was a little irritating after

a character was a big part of previous books and then only received one mention in this book.
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